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About this document
This document is the administration and user guide of SmartReport, the network performance management solution. SmartReport
is a featured infrastructure monitoring and reporting platform. It allows to manage an infrastructure in a proactive way to enhance
the global quality of service. SmartReport gather and produce reports with most revelant data for each monitored device in order to
detect network failure as soon as possible. This documentation describe available features allowing the best usage of SmartReport
by every network administrator.
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1. Operating principles
This chapter is an introduction to the operating principles of SmartReport. It gives an overview of
the appliance's features.

1.1. Architecture
SmartReport is based on a client/server architecture. Several workstations that have the client program
can connect to the virtual or physical central appliance.
SmartReport runs an active control, which means that it collects the information needed by querying
the devices directly.

SmartReport is also able to process the information that was spontaneously issued by the devices.

1.2. Performance management
SmartReport continuously collects and analyzes the information necessary to monitor network devices
according to their types and fonction. Collection modes are : SNMP, NetFlow/sFlow and SOAP/XML.

1.2.1. SNMP
SNMP is a communication protocol that allows administrators to remotly manage network devices
and publish device-related information. This protocol is available on most network equipments and
operating systems.
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A remote network management system based on SNMP is primarily composed of two elements :
• a supervisor - in this case : SmartReport
• SNMP agents : they provide certain information on demand of the supervisor
The information is described in databases, named MIB, that differ according to the type of monitored
devices. This information consists of :
• Material information
• Configuration settings
• Performance statistics
• Various real-time data
SmartReport supports all SNMP versions (1,2 and 3), as well as several autentication methods.
These technologies' compatibilities are summarized by the Tableau 1.1, « SmartRepot and SNMP
compatibilities » [2].
Tableau 1.1. SmartRepot and SNMP compatibilities
Protocols

SNMPv1

SNMPv2

SNMPv3 AuthNoPriv

SNMPv3 AuthPriv

Authentication

Enciphered
community

Enciphered
community

MD5 hashed
Login/Password

MD5 hashed
Login/Password

Encryption

None

None

None

DES

• by enciphered password (SNMPv1 and SNMPv2)
• by MD5 hashed login password (SNMPv3)
• by MD5 hashed login and password, and packet DES encryption (SNMPv3)

1.2.2. Netflow/sFlow/IPFIX
Netflow, sFlow and IPFIX are protocols developed by Cisco, HP, ExtremeNetworks, the IETF, as
well as other major players in the telecommunications industry to refine the network metrology.
The devices send spontaneous Netflow/sFlow/IPFIX information to the SmartReport appliance.
These technologies' major concept is the notion of flows. A flow is sent by the device to the
SmartReport appliance. It basically summarises IP packets that went through it. A flow is determined
by the following criteria :
• IP source and destination addresses
• protocol (TCP, UDP, ICMP,…)
• ToS (Type Of Service)
• applicative source and destination ports (http, smtp, dns, …)
A succession of IP packets are gathered in a flow based on Access Central Lists (ACL) including
the above settings.
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For instance, a NetFlow router or switch acts as an aggregator and maintains a traffic counter for each
flow. Each traffic counter value is regurarly sent to SmartReport's NetFlow collector.
SmartReport collects NetFlow data in order to produce graphs and ranking reports.

1.3. Incident management
SmartReport continuously monitors devices in your infrastructure in order to supervise them.

1.3.1. Monitor
SmartReport has a wide collection of tests and checks named "Monitors". These tests allow you to
actively control the general functioning of all the resources and monitors provided by the your devices.
Intelligent management of the monitors brings an adapted surveillance of the nerwork : maintenance
schedule management, distinction between a primary and a cascading failure, tests redundancy and
reduction of false positives.

1.3.2. Events
Spontaneous messages can be sent by the device, aiming at reporting to the appliance an event or a
warning. These messages take the form of SNMP traps.
SmartReport collects SNMP traps to record the information and issue an alert if needed.

1.4. Device templates
It is necessary to adapt the collected information to the monitored device. A graph can be relevant
for a router but inadequate for a server.
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In order to adapt the supervised information to the type of device monitored, SmartReport uses device
templates.
Each template contains :
• a definition of relevant graphs
• a list of functional tests ( i.e.monitors)
• a series of messages that are likely to be issued by the device ( ex.SNMP traps)
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1. Initial configuration of a SmartReport appliance
1.1. Initial configuration of a SmartReport appliance
Once deployed, as a physical or a virtual appliance, SmartReport requires an initial configuration
in order to start its monitoring duty. This step basically consists in defining the appliance's network
configuration.
This configuration is done using the administration shell, which is accessible on the console via the
serial port or a SSH connection. Please refer to chapter 5 for more details.
Initial configuration of a SmartReport appliance
1.

Connecting to the appliance
The default username and password areadmin and admin.
login as: admin admin@smartreport's password:
SmartReport - Network Performance Management
http://www.acipia.fr/smartreport - smartreport@acipia.fr You
mail. Last login: Mon Sep 3 09:47:52 2012 from srv.acipia
#>

2.

Switching to configuration mode
In order to configure the appliance's network interface, the configuration mode must be activated
using the commandconfig. This functioning is similar to that of a large number of network
equipments.
#> config (config)#>

3.

Initial configuration
The following initial configuration assigns an IP address to the SmartReport appliance and
defines the parameters needed to quick start the supervision.

(config)#> iface eth0 manual address
192.168.200.253 netmask 255.255.255.0 (config)#> ntp peer
192.168.246.254 (config)#> dns server 192.168.246.254 (config
dns search acipia (config)#> dns domain acipia (config)#> mai
relay host 192.168.200.254 (config)#> commit Current configur
will be overwritten. Continue ? [y/N] : y /etc/network/interf
change /etc/postfix/main.cf : no change /etc/ntp.conf : no ch
/etc/mailname : no change /etc/aliases : no change /etc/canon
change /etc/hostname : no change /etc/hosts : no change
/etc/resolv.conf : no change /etc/dhcp3/dhclient.conf : no ch
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/etc/network/network-routes : no change /etc/snmp/snmpd.local
no change /etc/timezone : updating file... OK Current default
timezone: 'Europe/Paris' Local time is now: Thu Oct 4 14:25:2
2012. Universal Time is now: Thu Oct 4 12:25:27 UTC 2012.
Configuration validated. To make change persistent, exit conf
mode then run command 'copy running_config startup_config'.
(config)#> exit #> copy running_config startup_config Previou
startup configuration will be overwritten. Continue ? [y/N] :
#>
4.

End of configuration
The initial configuration of the appliance has now been completed. To install the SmartReport
client, please refer to the next chapter.

2. Installing the SmartReport client
This section describes how to install the SmartReport client.

2.1. Required configuration
Installing the SmartReport client requires a PC running Microsoft Windows. Windows XP, Vista and
7 are all supported by SmartReport.

2.2. Installation
This section describes how to install the SmartReport client under Windows.
Installing the SmartReport client
1.

Obtaining the client
To obtain the client, open a Web browser and type in the IP address of your SmartReport
appliance. A link on the first page allows you to download the installer.
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2.

Launching the installation
In order to launch the installation, double click on the installer previously downloaded. The
installer starts. Click onNext.
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3.

Accepting the licence
Accept the terms of the licence then click on Next.

4.

Installation process
The progress bar indicates that the installation is ongoing.
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5.

Finishing the installation
At the end of the installation, click on Close. You can then start SmartReport using the keyboard
shortcut created on the destop or in theStartmenu.

2.3. Starting the client for the first time
At the first start-up, the client launches the first connection wizard.
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Configuring SmartReport at the first start-up
1.

Launching the first connection wizard
Once the wizard is launched, an introduction message presenting its functioning appears. Click
onNext.

2.

Configuring the server's address
Indicate :
• An alias for your SmartReport appliance
• Its IP address or hostname
• The default language that will be used in the interface
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3.

Completing the wizard
At the end of the procedure, click onFinish to launch the client.
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4.

Starting the client
Once the client launched, the connection window appears.
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